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Reasonable Ecstasies: Shaftesbury and the Languages of Libertinism

Brian Cowan

Anthony Ashley Cooper, the third earl of Shaftesbury (1671–1713), would have recoiled at any implication that he was a libertine. His antipathy to libertinism is obvious, and examples are plentiful in his writings. His major work, the *Characteristics of Men, Manners, Opinions, Times* (1711), consistently uses the words “libertine” and “rake” as insults; in all of his writings sensual pleasures are disparaged as base and animalistic threats to human virtue. And despite the third earl’s widespread reputation as a freethinker in matters religious, he always insisted that liberty of thought did not imply a freedom from moral restraint.

Certainly Shaftesbury’s early reputation was more that of a shy and unsocial recluse rather than that of a rakish mondain. In 1721, John Toland thought it necessary to defend his late friend from accusations of unsociability, not of licentiousness. He claimed that Shaftesbury’s enemies “gave out that he was too bookish, because not given to play, nor assiduous at court; that he was no good companion, because not a rake nor a hard drinker, and that he was no man of the world, because not
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2 For example, Rand, ed., *The Life*, pp. 119, 142, 163, 246, 247–48, 258, 270.

selfish nor open to bribes.’ Toland also remarked how Shaftesbury frowned upon the ‘extravagant liberties’ taken by ‘both sexes’ even without having lived ‘to see masquerades, or the ancient Bacchanals revived, nor to hear of promiscuous clubs.’ Indeed, Lord Ashley’s own private papers reveal that he was quite uncomfortable in the polite world of England’s social elite; he much preferred the pastoral tranquillity of his Dorset estate and the relaxed company of his most trusted friends.

It would seem that the third earl was an unlikely libertine. Yet Shaftesbury did face accusations of libertinism from some of his more uncharitable contemporaries. His advocacy of the use of ridicule as a means both to discredit opponents and as a test for true doctrine in religious debates was widely criticized as support for all freethinkers and any who scoffed at the established church. This criticism could lead to accusations of sexual immorality, or at least hypocrisy. For example, Samuel Richardson’s Lovelace declares that ‘Lord Shaftesbury’s test . . . is a part of the rake’s creed.’ And Henry Fielding’s Shaftesburian philosopher Square in Tom Jones (1749) is a rake at heart, albeit a rather inept one; for Square justifies his seduction of Molly Seagrim through an appeal to the demands of nature, thus implicitly accusing Shaftesbury and his ilk of hypocritical tractability in matters moral.

4 [John Toland], ed., Letters from the Right Honourable the Late Earl of Shaftesbury to Robert Molesworth, Esq.: Now the Lord Viscount of That Name. With Two Letters Written by the Late Sir John Cropley. To Which Is Prefix’d a Large Introduction by the Editor, 2d ed. (London, 1721), pp. viii, xiii; Toland was writing in the midst of anxiety over the blasphemous ‘Hell-Fire’ club suppressed by royal proclamation on 28 April 1721, on which see Greater London Record Office (GLRO), MJ/OC/1, fols. 118r–20r; GLRO, WJ/OC/1, fol. 11v; The Hell-Fire Club: Kept by a Society of Blasphemers (London, 1721); Robert J. Allen, The Clubs of Augustan London (Cambridge, Mass., 1933), pp. 119–24.


7 Samuel Richardson, Clarissa; or, The History of a Young Lady, 4 vols. (1748; reprint, London, 1932), 2:59.

recent Shaftesbury scholarship has begun to explore, tentatively, his vexed and complicated relationship to the languages of early enlightenment libertinism.

Shaftesbury’s disregard for revealed religion and his unrelenting critique of the established church are well known, and these beliefs were certainly the occasion for most of the accusations of libertinism lodged against him. Yet Shaftesbury’s religious freethinking, despite his own protestations to the contrary, was not wholly separate from sexual libertinism. Some critics now recognize that the bookish Shaftesbury did not shy away from discussing sexually transgressive behavior and beliefs. Indeed, Randolph Trumbach’s important studies of male libertinism have claimed that “Shaftesbury himself had been a libertine” and, even more significantly, that “men like Congreve or Shaftesbury” provided new “ideals for the libertine in the early eighteenth century,” thus replacing an older, unsentimental and bisexual, tradition of Restoration libertinism.

This remains, however, a minority view. Others, such as G. J. Barker-Benfield, contend that Shaftesbury hardly inaugurated a reformist strand within libertine thought but, rather, that he promoted “reformed

---


and tasteful manners” in a distinctly unlibertine sense: Shaftesbury was “a type literally antithetical to the Restoration type epitomized by Rochester.”

This account of Shaftesbury as an advocate for a reformation of male manners is more easily reconciled than Trumbach’s portrait with other recent studies of Shaftesbury’s role as the early eighteenth-century’s preeminent philosopher of “politeness.” Lawrence Klein has argued that “Shaftesbury’s sexuality was sufficiently attenuated or displaced that ‘the hankering after flesh’ merited only the occasional reprimand” in his private notebooks; hence his otherwise comprehensive studies lack any further discussion of the role of eroticism or gender in Shaftesbury’s philosophy. There is a similar lacuna in those studies which emphasize the republican and neo-Harringtonian aspects of Shaftesbury’s thought.

Aside from being the grandson of the grandfather of English whiggism, the third earl of Shaftesbury is now best known as the author of the three volumes of his Characteristics, a work first published in 1711, only two years before his death. While the Characteristics has long been recognized as an important work in the history of ethical and aesthetic thought, most recent interest in the third earl has focused on the political, religious, and cultural inflections of the third earl’s whig ideology adumbrated in that work. He has, in particular, and in conjunction with such Augustan contemporaries as Joseph Addison and Richard Steele, come

---


REASONABLE ECSTASIES

to be understood as a major proponent of a whiggish culture of “politeness” that sought to relocate the locus of cultural authority in post-1688 Britain away from its traditional moorings in the court and the church and ground it firmly in an independent public sphere composed of appropriately genteel, polished, and urbane individuals.16 The third earl of Shaftesbury, in this view, was as ideologically important for the whigs of Queen Anne’s reign as the first earl was organizationally important for the “first whigs” of Charles II’s reign.17

The third earl’s understanding of human sociability and sexuality complicates this view of his philosophy and its importance to the formation of a postrevolutionary whig ideology. For the question—was Lord Anthony Ashley Cooper a libertine?—remains unresolved. How should his sexuality be understood in relation to his advocacy of “politeness” in political and social relations? In the following, I shall argue that Shaftesbury’s sexual philosophy was decisively shaped by the social and political contexts in which he expressed it. The Characteristics reflects the anxieties of a country whig alienated from both the old cultural capital of court society and the newly emergent cultural capital located in metropolitan London. Furthermore, these anxieties were significantly gendered. Shaftesbury’s old fashioned “country” abhorrence of the uxoriousness and corrupt luxury of court culture could be replicated when he referred to what he viewed as the superficial and dissembling mores of a female-dominated polite society in which mixed company was the rule. In both cases, he found a dangerous effeminacy that threatened masculine virtue. By contrast, he did not consider homosociality, and perhaps even homosexuality, as effeminate at all. Manliness and virtue were almost synonymous for the third earl, as they were for many of his seventeenth-century republican predecessors.18 Shaftesbury’s belief in the moral superiority of exclusive and intimate male companionship structured both the ways in which he maintained his actually existing friendships and the philosophic rhetoric he used to articulate his ethical, social, and political ideals.

16 See the works cited in note 13 above.
I. “To Be a Man, and a Lover of Men”:
Philosophy and Homosociality

Shaftesbury’s world revolved around men. His correspondence with women was sparse and remained almost entirely restricted to family matters, pleasantry, and the exchange of favors.\textsuperscript{19} He entered into marriage only reluctantly and at the urging of his friends, who insisted that preserving the Shaftesbury lineage was necessary to further the political interests of his country whig allies. For his own part, Lord Ashley complained that “one who prefers tranquillity, and a little study, and a few friends, to all other advantages of life, and all the flatteries of ambition and fame, is not like to be naturally so very fond of engaging in the circumstances of marriage.”\textsuperscript{20}

The third earl chose his friends carefully; he told Robert Molesworth that there were only “two or three friends, whom, besides yourself, I pretend to call by that name.”\textsuperscript{21} Certainly, his two closest friends were Sir John Cropley, Baronet (1663–1713) and Thomas Micklethwate (1678–1718).\textsuperscript{22} While Cropley accompanied Shaftesbury on his grand tour in 1687–89, Micklethwate appears to have met the Lord Ashley in London in the 1690s.\textsuperscript{23} This circle, as it were, may have occasionally included a few other intimates, such as his whig compatriots Lord John Somers (1651–1716), Lieutenant-General James Stanhope (1672–1721), or Sir John Molesworth (1679–1726), the son of Sir Robert.\textsuperscript{24} It is impossible to determine definitively the extent of Shaftesbury’s circle because of his understandable reluctance to name names when referring to the brothers of his club—and much of their correspondence may have been

\textsuperscript{21} [Toland], ed., Letters, p. 41.
\textsuperscript{22} See, e.g., Voitle, The Third Earl, p. 196.
\textsuperscript{23} Ibid., pp. 18–19, 196, n. 34.
REASONABLE ECSTASIES

destroyed—but one can discern a notable difference between the familiarity of style in Shaftesbury’s correspondence with these men and his more formal tone used in correspondence with his companions in the Republic of Letters, such as Benjamin Furly, Jean LeClerc, and Pierre Coste. Within Shaftesbury’s coterie of these few male friends, he felt most free to express himself and his philosophy. Among his intimates he felt he could be “truly sociable, retaining true simplicity and gravity” and thus free from “all those forms and manners which come under the notion of good breeding,” with no need for “embroidery, gilding, coloring.”

He thought that the presence of women was especially conducive to such ridiculous imposture, and thus mixed company could only inspire primitive pleasures and improper judgment. He found the “vile ribaldry and other gross irregularities” of the theater primarily owing to pandering to the baser tastes of the females in the audience. He thought the Greeks’ prohibition of women from their theater and gymnasia was quite admirable, while the Romans’ practice of permitting women into their amphitheaters was a primary cause of the barbarities of gladiatorial entertainment. Even worse, he thought, men of normally good judgment often “give way with a malicious complaisance to the humour of a company, where, in favour chiefly of the tender sex,” they might yield to criticism.

Rather than sacrifice his thought to the whims of fashion and the beau monde, Shaftesbury declared that it was “a better thing to be just, to have integrity, faith, innocency, to be a man, and a lover of men.”

He thus resigned himself to sharing his work with a carefully chosen handful of male confidants. Among them was Lord John Somers, Queen Anne’s Lord High Chancellor, to whom Shaftesbury sent advance copies of his writings. In a letter enclosed with a copy of ‘The Sociable Enthusiast’ [1704?] (later to be titled ‘The Moralists’), he complained: “Philosophy has not the honor to be owned by men of note or breeding, and the author [i.e., Shaftesbury, has] . . . been hard put to it to contrive what persons . . ., upon whom he might father his philosophy. At last he e’en desperately ventured it with the younger men, and laid his scene

25 None of Stanhope’s letters to Shaftesbury have survived; see Voitle, The Third Earl, pp. 247–48, esp. n. 49.
28 Rand, ed., The Life, p. 112.
in the midst of gallantry and pleasure. For gallantry and ladies must have
a part in everything that passes for polite in our age. The worse luck for
us. It shows our Gothic extract." Indeed, Shaftesbury further declares
that "since ladies have had to do out of their chambers . . . philosophy
has gone to wreck, and there has been sad havoc among the men of
sense." 29

In contrast to what he perceived to be the Gothic depravity of polite
heterosociality, Shaftesbury preferred the "liberty of the club, and . . .
that sort of freedom which is taken amongst gentlemen and friends who
know one another perfectly well." 30 It must be remembered that Shaftes-
bury's conception of true politeness was an idiosyncratic and highly eso-
teric one; his misogyny set him apart from the discursive mainstream
on polite sociability. 31 Whereas Jonathan Swift claimed that English po-
iteness reached its apogee at the court of Charles I, because women
there tempered "the rudeness of our northern genius," and Joseph Addi-
son thought that "women were formed to temper mankind, and sooth
them into tenderness and compassion," or David Hume announces that
"love, when properly managed, is the source of all politeness and re-
finement," Shaftesbury would have none of this pandering to the "lady
fancies." 32

While he openly disdained the false sociability of mixed company,
Shaftesbury celebrated the virtues of "private friendship" in his "Sensus
Communis" (1709). For Lord Ashley, such friendship went far beyond

29 Ibid., p. 337; cf. pp. 416–17; Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 2:11; and R. A. Barrell,
ed., Anthony Ashley Cooper, Earl of Shaftesbury (1671–1713) and "Le Refuge Francais"
Correspondence (Lewiston, N.Y., 1989), pp. 242–43. Shaftesbury's devaluation of Gothic
virtue, against the discursive grain of his republican contemporaries, is discussed in Klein,
30 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 1:53; Shaftesbury also refers to his coterie as a
31 Although Klein, Shaftesbury and the Culture of Politeness, p. 37, notes the differ-
ences between Shaftesbury and Addison, the main thrust of his studies has been to empha-
size "the important similarities" between Shaftesbury and the Spectator project; see esp.
pp. 8–14, 36–41; and Lawrence Klein, "Property and Politeness in the Early Eighteenth-
Century Whig Moralists," in Brewer and Staves, eds., Early Modern Conceptions of
Property, p. 221; but cf. Klein, "Gender, Conversation and the Public Sphere," in Textu-
ality and Sexuality: Reading Theories and Practices, ed. Judith Still and Michael Worton
(Manchester, 1993), p. 109, in which Shaftesbury's homosocial ideal is acknowledged.
ed. Herbert Davis et al. (Oxford, 1957), 4:95; Joseph Addison, in The Spectator, no. 57
(5 May 1711), ed. G. Gregory Smith (London, 1907), 1:213; David Hume, Essays Moral,
Political and Literary, ed. Eugene F. Miller (Indianapolis, 1985), p. 215; Shaftesbury,
p. 164. See Adam Potkay, The Fate of Eloquence in the Age of Hume (Ithaca, N.Y.,
1994), pp. 74–84, on the importance of le commerce des femmes for early eighteenth-
century English discourse on politeness.
"that common benevolence and charity which every Christian is obliged to show towards all men"; it is rather to be understood as a "peculiar relation which is formed by a consent and harmony of minds, by mutual esteem, and reciprocal tenderness and affection" which surpasses the love of women. His examples include the friendships between "philosophers, heroes, and the greatest of men," such as those of Socrates and Antisthenes, Plato and Dion, or Cato and Brutus. Although a few such bonds survive "perhaps in our own age," Shaftesbury intimates that his ideal flourished only in "the heathen world, or in the times preceding Christianity." 33

Among his favored confidants, Lord Ashley shared a language of intimate affection and indeed, gallantry. In his correspondence with his "real and passionate friend," Robert Molesworth, Shaftesbury requested permission to "allow a lover to speak in lover’s language." It was in a context such as this that Shaftesbury felt he could freely "mix love and philosophy." 34 Male friendships infused with a hardly concealed homoeroticism were the preferred venues for the third earl’s philosophizing.

Molesworth was not unique in receiving such warm praises and affectionate prose. Perhaps the most striking instance in which Shaftesbury uses this rhetoric is in a letter containing reflections on male friendship and his past love for a boy. 35 In this carefully preserved and copied, albeit incomplete, epistle addressed "to a brother," Shaftesbury reflects on his past affairs with a young man, whom he calls "a Bawble in good truth, if ever there were a Bawble of a friend." 36 Ashley seems to have met the boy at a gathering of his "private community of friends." He recalls how his first reaction was a "je-ne-sais-quoi of dislike and aversion," despite the youth’s attempts to secure the friendship. Shaftesbury refused as much to send him one good wish . . . one kind remembrance or anything in return, either to his own friend-like remembrances and officious tender of services, or to the favourable characters given him.

34 [Toland], ed., Letters, pp. 12, 26, 34.
35 Public Record Office (PRO), Shaftesbury to a brother, 22 January 1704/5, PRO 30/24/20/10, fols. 274r–275v. The letter was first brought to attention by Shaftesbury’s biographer, Voitle, The Third Earl, pp. 242–45.
36 PRO 30/24/20/110, fol. 274r (all emphases in quotations from this letter are in the original MS); Voitle, The Third Earl, p. 244, assumes that the boy’s name was indeed "Bawble," but A. O. Aldridge, in his review of Voitle, Eighteenth-Century Studies 19 (1985–86): 258, suggests the more likely possibility that this was Shaftesbury’s pseudonymous invention. It is just as likely that the letter was not intended for Shaftesbury’s brother Maurice, but for one of his close friends, perhaps Thomas Micklethwaxe or Sir John Cropley.
by all that were then about him, [from] witnessing his generous behavior to making apologies to me for his seeming rake-hell character." 37 Here we find a rather unguarded explanation of how one qualified to join Shaftesbury’s select coterie. It required good references from others, a certain reciprocity of favors and services, a civil disposition, and finally, Shaftesbury’s own on ne sais quoi of approval.

Ultimately, Lord Ashley did approve of his new acquaintance. “At length,” he writes “time, custom, familiar appellations, names, manners, with a hundred little things (such is human nature) began to work on me.” He began to make “professions of [his] heart.” And “the Bawble gained.” Their intimacy grew, as Shaftesbury reveals: “I played too; awkward as I was, and grown grave. With play came in things serious. Then vows, professions, services, endearing actions; till my easy breast quite opened as I received him in, after the long resistance I had made.” 38

The story is remarkable for its candid display of emotion and affect, and it does resemble a sort of seduction narrative in which Shaftesbury yields to the Bawble’s advances. Perhaps this explains why all critical commentary on this letter has centered around its status as evidence for Shaftesbury’s homosexuality.39

Whether or not Shaftesbury had sex with “Bawble” or any of his other intimate friends, we will never know. What is clear is that Shaftesbury’s friendships were infused with a homoerotic passion that was real enough even if never consummated. Alan Bray has rightly insisted that the distinction between male friendship and sodomitical sexuality was never as firm in early modern England as contemporaries might have insisted.40 Intense friendships could often be portrayed by unfriendly witnesses as sinfully sodomitical, or at least something close to it. Thus Francis Bacon, for example, showed great concern to distinguish the vice of “masculine love” from the “faithful and inviolate friendships”

37 PRO 30/24/20/110, fols. 274v–275r. Shaftesbury’s displeasure with “rake-hell” libertinism is not out of character but significant nevertheless in this context.
38 PRO 30/24/20/110, fol. 275r.
39 Voitle simply declares, “That Shaftesbury would cherish a letter that consciously revealed him as a homosexual is inconceivable,” in The Third Earl, p. 244, while Trumbach asserts the contrary in “Sodomy Transformed,” p. 115.
between the men of Bensalem in his *New Atlantis* (1627), as Michel de Montaigne did in his *Essais* (1580).41

Shaftesbury himself clearly saw his own friendships as something distinct from sodomy. It is true that he occasionally speaks plainly of love for boys or other men, both in the Bawble letter and elsewhere.42 But he just as definitively denounces “unnatural and monstrous lusts, [which respect] neither sex nor species.”43 Shaftesbury’s well-known asthmatic disorders and general poor health would have hindered his ability to play the role of a rakish libertine even if he had desired to do so.44 It is likely that physical sexuality played an insignificant part in his friendships with other men. It is indubitable that homoeroticism, however idealized, was central to those friendships.

The privileged character of Shaftesbury’s friendships with his intimates can be further understood when they are contrasted with his account of some encounters with a group of esoteric “adepts,” both male and female, who practice alchemy and prophecy; the women claimed to have sexual relations with spirits. This text, a satire entitled “The Adept Ladys or the *ANGELICK SECT*” (1701/2) remained in manuscript, although Shaftesbury had several copies made by his amanuenses and obviously allowed them to circulate among his “brothers.”45 This letter has been called a “libertine fantasy,” presumably because of its subject matter, but it is much more akin to Shaftesbury’s published “Letter concerning Enthusiasm” (1708), at least insofar as it ridicules the “villainous imposture and enthusiastic cant” of the adepts. In “The Adept Ladys,” the false “enthusiasm,” the “high raptures,” and “ecstasies” of the adepts’ superstition are all maligned. Shaftesbury found it particularly distressing that these ladies, or “she-sages,” had succeeded in converting

---


44 Shaftesbury’s ailments hindered his marriage prospects, and were apparently so severe that Lady Wentworth’s first impression of him was that “he looks as if he was very short lived.” J. J. Cartwright, ed., *The Wentworth Papers, 1705–1739* (London, 1883), p. 60.

some of his male friends. He thought that women were particularly prone to superstitious enthusiasm, because religious fanaticism provoked “something strangely agreeable, and in common with what ordinary lovers are used to feel” in its converts. He contemptuously juxtaposed the adepts against “those ancient heathens who steered that rugged and severe course to virtue through self denial and the contempt of all the soft pleasures and shining beauties of the world.”

Shaftesbury’s concerns in this text reappear throughout the Characteristics, for he continually uses the exact same terms—enthusiasm, rapture, and ecstasy—to describe his own philosophy. It is therefore of the utmost importance for him to distinguish his own philosophical enthusiasm, and perhaps his own philosophical brotherhood, from the adepts’ superstition. Unlike the adepts, Shaftesbury thought that philosophy could flourish only among those men who followed the “rugged and severe course” paved by their classical forefathers. Reason, rather than superstition or pleasure, provided the basis for truly virtuous sociability. Shaftesbury would have been much more comfortable with John Toland’s rarefied “form of celebrating the Socratic society” described in his Pantheisticon (Latin ed., 1720; English trans., 1751), although even Toland seemed to be slightly more willing than was Lord Ashley to admit women into his circles.

He faced a similar problem with respect to libertinism: how should he distinguish his philosophical brotherhood from the libertine transgressions of rakes and sodomites? The homoeroticism of Shaftesbury’s private correspondence is just as pervasive in his carefully crafted published works. Furthermore, Shaftesbury discusses issues favored by many of his putatively libertine contemporaries, from religious skepticism to illicit sexuality and the nature of pleasure and desire. And he does so with a raffish style that would not have been unfamiliar to readers of Saint-Évremond or Sir William Temple, Shaftesbury’s erudite and libertine

---

46 Trumbach, “Sodomy Transformed,” p. 113; cf. Trumbach, “Erotic Fantasy,” p. 270; Shaftesbury, Adept Ladies, pp. 396, 404, 390, 410, 422, 386; Aldridge persuasively argues that the adepts were Rosicrucians and, less convincingly, that the text reflects his break with John Toland, in “Shaftesbury’s Rosicrucian Ladies.”
47 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 2:179.
48 Shaftesbury, Adept Ladies, p. 420.
contemporaries. Yet the third earl explicitly condemned the neo-Epicurean ethics and the philosophical egoism of these philosophers. We can understand Shaftesbury’s relationship to libertinism only by asking how he saw his own thinking as distinct from that of his libertine contemporaries.

II. Problematic Pleasures: Eroticism and Shaftesbury’s Ethics

It is perhaps improper to speak of a libertine tradition of thought. Nevertheless, recent studies have begun to map out some major themes which may be usefully identified as “libertine.” Central to all varieties of erotic libertinism is a valorization of sexual activity itself, especially in a way which legitimizes sexual promiscuity. James Turner has explored the ways in which the court cultures of Louis XIV in France and Charles II in England fostered a cult of erotic heroism and sublimity which continued to influence sexual ideology well into the eighteenth century. Others have stressed an important sea change in the character of libertine thinking around the end of the seventeenth century.


scheme, the crude, purely appetitive libertinism of the Restoration era was replaced by the refined and erudite libertinism of the early Enlightenment. Libertine rakes like Rochester thus gave way to libertine *philosophes* like Congreve, William Temple, or perhaps, Shaftesbury.53

Now if the third earl was a libertine, he was certainly an unusual one, since he rejected the baroque libertinism of court culture, and his ethics were aimed at refuting the neo-epicurean libertinism of men like Saint-Évremond or William Temple—or a fortiori, the materialist egoism of a Hobbes or a Rochester.54 Shaftesbury did indeed valorize sexuality in a way which can be considered a sort of erotic heroism, but his manner of doing so was highly idiosyncratic. For Shaftesbury, eroticism was literally all in the head. It was less concerned with orgasmic ecstasy or sexual conquest than it was with the pleasures of philosophy. His *eros* derived from both Stoic and Platonic valuations of right reason over sensual pleasure; *eros* was about desire, and desire for wisdom and virtue above all.55 He could therefore castigate those philosophers who made pleasure, or voluptuousness, the foundation for their ethics, while also describing his philosophy with many of the same tropes used by his libertine contemporaries. His characters, like his friends, are called “lovers.” They all court “a Venus of one kind or another” and contemplate the natural order with “ravishment,” “ecstasy,” and “rapture,” while the pleasure of philosophical sociability is “more debauching than any other.”56

The eroticism of his philosophical rhetoric is unmistakable, yet Shaftesbury’s discussions of physical sexuality range from temperate acceptance to passionate outbursts of disgust. He speaks of sexual desire as


“‘venery’” and considers it a motivating passion in the *Inquiry concerning Virtue* (1699; rev. ed., 1711). Venery is part of the natural order, and its proper function is to propagate the species. Hence it is strictly heterosexual. Adherence to Galenic physiology leads Lord Ashley to state that “to abstain wholly from the use of venery . . . can hardly be without the suffrance of the body in some degree.”

But this admission of the necessity of venery for reproduction is far removed from Rochester’s famous libertine maxim that “all pleasure . . . [may] be indulged as the gratification of our natural appetites,” for Shaftesbury declares that “it will hardly be thought that there is no limit, bound, or certain measure of . . . appetite towards venery: as if this were independent of nature, and might extend to infinite, and still be the occasion of greater and greater pleasure; which is too great an absurdity to go about to confute.”

He could not have condemned the excessive sexual desire valorized as sublime by some of his libertine contemporaries with more vehemence, but he stops short of actually engaging with their claims. Instead, he goes on to argue that natural venery is always in danger of “unnatural provocation and youthful incitements of a vicious education.” Such corruption leads to “all horridness of unnatural and monstrous lusts,” so that “the more these excessive desires are thus increased, and the unnatural appetite fomented, the less is there of a real pleasant sensation, and the more mixture there is of allay. For . . . a sensation which seems to hold all of pleasure, often by a small and almost imperceptible extension runs into pain, and grows insufferable.”

Sexuality for Shaftesbury requires constant self-discipline and must always conform to what he understands to be the natural order. Unnatural pleasure, he believes, is not even real pleasure at all, because the undesir-
able consequences of debauchery are manifold: one risks disease, “waste of time, the effeminacy, sloth, supineness engendered, the disorder, looseness, and impotence of a thousand passions, through such a relaxation and enervating of the mind.”

It is hard to imagine how he could have voiced a stronger condemnation of the libertine sexuality of his contemporaries. Erotic sublimity for the third earl was clearly not to be found in physical sexuality. Where others found vigor, a source of creativity, and a means to assert heroically one’s masculinity through excessive sexual activity, Shaftesbury could only find effeminacy and corruption.

Pleasure’s relationship to virtue is central to Lord Ashley’s ethics, as one would expect from one so enamored with the Stoics. And like the Stoics, Shaftesbury asserts that pleasure in itself is to be wholly rejected as a worthwhile pursuit. A passage in his philosophical notebook asks: “Is it plain ... that an army ever so brave ... is presently corrupted by pleasure? ... Is every soldier less a soldier for having fallen in love, caressed a mistress or a boy with fondness; for having eaten, or lain, or done those other things with too much delicacy ... Who, then, would bear with this? ... O Pleasure! Who would endure thee?” In the Characteristics, he also warns that over-indulgence in voluptuousness inevitably leads to corruption, effeminacy, and slavery to the passions.

This equation of luxurious indulgence in pleasure with a loss of vigor, masculinity, and liberty echoes the critiques of the corrupting effects of luxury on the English body politic that dominated civic republican political discourse in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. While disparagement of luxury was hardly limited to republican writers, to associate it with effeminacy and political corruption was to
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perpetuate a long-standing trope whose roots ultimately lay in classical moral and political philosophy. Although Shaftesbury’s thought has been characterized as an attempt to “legitimize social and cultural complexity [and] to accept them as something other than ‘corruption’ and ‘luxury,’” we should not forget that the latter terms remained opprobrious in the highest degree to him. Certainly Shaftesbury never used the term “polite luxury,” as did Saint-Évremond. Instead, he spoke of the supposed complexities of good taste and polite culture as being in fact quite simple, plain, and natural. Corruption results from indulging in the wrong sorts of pleasures—to wit, the luxurious and the unnatural.

In order to distinguish between the pleasures which result from good taste and those which corrupt, the Inquiry concerning Virtue provides a taxonomy of pleasures. Shaftesbury first separates the pleasures of the body from those of the mind. The latter are judged to be superior because they can endure indefinitely while sensual pleasures remain dependent on only evanescent stimulation. He also subordinates self-centered pleasure from those other-devoted pleasures which are the product of “natural affections.” Mental delight is then described as necessarily other-centered, for it results from “the love of truth, proportion, order and symmetry in the things without.” By unifying mental pleasure with the natural affections, Shaftesbury connects self pleasure with the harmony of society as a whole. Just as the mind is superior to matter, he claims, society is greater than the self. Thus he removes the twin pillars for libertine apologies for relentless pursuit of sensual pleasure—that is, philosophical materialism and egoism. But he continues: “Speculative pleasure . . . must yet be far surpassed by virtuous motion, and the exer-


66 Klein, “Liberty, Manners, and Politeness,” p. 605; Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 1:92–93, 313; see also Shaftesbury’s disparaging comparison between Dutch “frugality and public good” and English “luxury and corruption”: Rand, ed., The Life, p. 368.


cise of benignity and goodness." Virtue must be the greatest pleasure, and it is active in contrast to those sensual "low and sordid pleasures of human kind" which are passive. 69

It is important to understand the reasons why Shaftesbury singles out mental and social delight as the greatest of pleasures. They are enduring and active. Now the keystone to classical republican thought, according to J. G. A. Pocock, is the struggle of the virtuous republic to maintain its vigor against inevitable decay over time. Pocock notes that the republicans’ solution to this dilemma was to advocate ‘‘a vita activa which is specifically a vivere civile—a way of life given over to civic concerns and the (ultimately political) activity of citizenship.’’ 70 Shaftesbury applies a similar solution to the threat posed by corruption to the self, rather than to the republic, but with one major difference: for him, an active and civic life is also ultimately a philosophical one, a vita contemplativa, and thus he rejects the martial ideals so dear to many of his country whig allies. 71 In a letter to James Stanhope in November 1709, Lord Ashley stated, ‘‘I don’t only esteem philosophy and letters to be the good nourishment and preservative of the patriot and statesman, but of the hero, and that there is not, nor ever can be, a truly great man in either way without this diet.’’ 72

Shaftesbury’s ideal republic is therefore closer to that of Plato’s kallipolis than Machiavelli’s Rome. In his ‘‘Exercises,’’ he disparages both libertine heroism and that of the warrior. He asks himself, ‘‘The pleasures of the debauch, amours with women; the basking of a fowl on a dung-hill; the crowing and victory of the cocks; the State victories; the campaign victories. Would I live this life? Would I live a dog? Would I be a wolf, a sheep, a goat? . . . Eating . . . venery . . . playing . . . Have I known anything better? Have I been a man?’’ 73 True masculinity is defined in stark opposition to the bestial, appetitive characteristics of the rake or the soldier. Shaftesbury’s ideal citizen, then, is not the bellicose freeholder of Harrington’s Oceana or Sidney’s Discourses. He is rather a ‘‘sociable enthusiast’’ for philosophy. The vigorous virtue attributed to the man of arms in seventeenth-century republican thought is attributed instead to the man of letters in Shaftesbury’s works. 74

By locating masculinity in philosophic activity, ‘‘effeminacy’’ ob-

69 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 1:293–94, 296, emphasis mine.
70 Pocock, The Machiavellian Moment, p. 56.
71 The locus classicus for this sentiment is found in Cicero’s De officiis, bk. 1.22–23. I am grateful to Markku Peltonen for reminding me of this.
73 Rand, ed., The Life, p. 258.
74 Klein, Shaftesbury and the Culture of Politeness, esp. pp. 143–50, establishes this definitively.
REASONABLE ECSTASIES

tains a rather different sense than it had for most of his fellow country
whigs. Shaftesbury believes that effeminacy is indeed a consequence of
luxurious corruption, the paradigm for which is the “horrid luxury and
effeminacy of the Roman court.” And it is characterized by weakness
and lack of courage. Effeminacy is thus: “soft, delicate, supine, impotent
in pleasure, in anger, talk; pusillanimous, light, changeable, etc.” But
most crucially, it is a lack of hard thinking and philosophical wisdom
that makes one effeminate. Manhood, he declares, lies “in action or exer-
cise” and in “reason and in a mind that this consists.”

It is important to recognize that philosophic masculinity for Shaftes-
bury is no less active for being contemplative. The third earl was no
proponent of retirement from the world of civic duty. Despite his love
for gardens and the natural world, he did not believe, as did Sir William
Temple, that one could achieve self-fulfillment by remaining in one’s
garden. Lord Ashley thought that “he who truly studies nature . . .
needs not a garden to contemplate and admire.” Although he despised
the court, he did not shirk political responsibility. He remained through-
out his life a committed defender of the Protestant succession and an
opponent of French pretensions to universal monarchy. His paradig-
matic philosopher-hero was therefore “the Xenophonic version of Socrates,”
who embodied “the active ideal of philosophy” as “a civic philos-
opher integrating thought and action.”

Yet in his zealousness to represent the philosopher as a hero,
Shaftesbury resorts to using much the same language as that of those libertines he tries so hard to denounce in his moralizing. Although Shaftesbury emphasizes the superiority of “dry, sober reason” over “mere pleasure,” he claims just a few pages later that philosophical “pleasure is more debauching than any other” and it is, indeed, “a sublime, heroic passion.” There is a central paradox in Shaftesbury’s treatment of philosophical eros: he consistently opposes it to the eros of sexual desire, yet he just as consistently describes it in sexually charged terms. Shaftesbury elides the tension between discipline and transgression by describing his philosophizing as “a fair and plausible enthusiasm” and “a reasonable ecstasy,” but the contradictions between the nouns and their adjectives in these terms refuse to disappear.82

III. Cool Conquest, Warm Poetry: Seduced by the Philosophic Sublime

Shaftesbury’s fifth treatise in the Characteristics, “The Moralists, a Philosophical Rhapsody” (1705; rev. ed. 1708/9) perhaps best demonstrates his highly eroticized philosophic ideal. He held this work in particularly high regard; it was located, along with the revised “Inquiry concerning Morals,” in the central second volume of the original three volumes of the Characteristics, and he considered it to be “a kind of apology for [the revised “Inquiry”].”83 It was obviously intended to be the keystone of Shaftesbury’s philosophical edifice, and it is here where we find the clearest expression of his engagement with the languages of libertinism.

The treatise provides a retelling of a philosophical dialogue primarily between the narrator, Philocles, and the story’s heroic protagonist, Theocles.84 Philocles is a skeptic, “an airy gentleman of the world and a thorough railleur,” while Theocles voices Shaftesbury’s philosophy in the manner of a “feigned preacher.” Theocles is trooped as the more masculine of the two, for he remains in control of the discourse at all times, and Philocles speaks in obvious admiration for his “heroic genius.” Philocles, on the other hand, worries over his effeminacy. He says his skepticism is owing to his love of easy thinking. Indolence is a distinctly feminine characteristic for Shaftesbury, as he later has Philocles

82 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 2:33, 36, 129.
83 Ibid., 2:274; cf. ibid., p. 161.
84 Shaftesbury claims that he consciously rejected the “direct way of dialogue” in the piece because that is a base form fit only for the “burlesque divinity” of church controversy; Characteristics, 2:337.
complain that “I was not so effeminate and weak a friend as to deserve that he should treat me like a woman; nor had I shown such an aversion to his manners or conversation as to be thought fitter for the dull luxury of a soft bed and ease than for business, recreation, or study with an early friend.”

This distinction between Theocles the masculine philosopher and Philocles the effeminate skeptic heightens the erotic tension of the narrative. Often the tenor of the dialogue between the two tends to resemble less a Socratic *elenchus* than the playful banter between a rake and his coy mistress. Thus when Theocles finally succeeds in persuading Philocles of the truth of his beliefs, the act becomes a sort of seduction. In terms of genre, Shaftesbury merges the classical colloquy with the libertine heroism of Restoration comedy.

“The Moralists” is suffused with amatory language. Philocles begins his account by equating the “fine romantic passion” of lovers and philosophers: “No matter what the object was, whether poetry, music, philosophy, or the fair. All who were enamored anyway were in the same condition.” The dialogue demonstrates this equation between philosophical and erotic *eros* as Philocles and Theocles carry on their discourse in a frankly homoerotic manner. When the two are finally alone, Theocles says to Philocles “there is hope you may in time become a lover with me, for you already begin to show jealousy.” “Truly,” responds Philocles, “my jealousy and love regard you only,” and he continues, “I want no nymph to make me happy here, unless it were perhaps to join forces against you, in the manner your beloved poet makes the nymph Ægle join with his two youths in forcing the God Silenus to sing to them.” The reference here is to Virgil’s Sixth *Eclogue*, yet the image of Silenus as both satyr and philosopher also recalls Alcibiades’ famous speech on Socrates as Silenus in Plato’s *Symposium*. Theocles, like his Socratic archetype, is made a lustful, priapic, and yet philosophical lover. He takes offense at the comparison, however, perhaps voicing Shaftesbury’s own uneasiness with the libertine role. Theocles denies that he could resemble one who revels in drunken debauchery and insinuates to
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85 Ibid., pp. 335, 27, 18, 95.
87 Shaftesbury, *Characteristics*, 2:3, emphasis mine; cf. ibid., 1:92.
88 Virgil, *Eclogue* 6, esp. lines 13–30; cf. Plato, *Symposium* 215B–222C; the image also appears in Xenophon, *Symposium* 4.19. The representation of Bacchus in the figure of a Silenus was not unfamiliar to Shaftesbury’s contemporaries, see BL, Sloane MS 3961, fol. 87r; and BL Add. MS 40060, fol. 1v.
Philocles that if the latter were to enjoy such company, he would surely not be interested in philosophizing. 89 This oblique reference to sexual dalliance serves further to reinforce the gallantry of the repartee as well as to further emphasize Philocles' own effeminacy. It should be remembered that Shaftesbury's understanding of effeminacy encompasses submission of the will to the passions, especially the amorous ones. Philocles’s undisciplined sexuality paradoxically becomes yet another sign of his feminine inferiority to Theocles’s own unquestioned masculinity.

What then should we make of Shaftesbury’s repeated insistences that the resemblance between amorous gallantry and the philosophical sort in ‘‘The Moralists’’ is only superficial? Theocles consistently uses ‘‘amourous gallants’’ and ‘‘modern epicures’’ as vulgar foils to contrast against ‘‘that notion of divine love such as separates from everything worldly, sensual, or meanly interested.’’ Yet these carefully wrought distinctions cannot help but become blurred by the dialogue’s homoerotic word play. This confusion is most apparent at the narrative climax, where Philocles abandons his skepticism and wholly concedes to Theocles. Philocles exclaims, ‘‘Enough . . . my doubts are vanished. . . . You [Theocles] are conqueror in the cool way of reason, and may with honor now grow warm again in your poetic vein.’’ 90 Theocles’s victory is intended to be strictly a matter of Socratic persuasion, but the scene also recalls the libertine’s search for valor and a regeneration of creative energy, or heat, through the erotic sublimity of seduction. 91 At this point, there is little difference between the enthusiastic philosopher and a rake. For both Shaftesbury and his libertine counterpart, erotic heat is a source of creative inspiration—a transgression sanctioned for the virtuosic few who can use it properly to achieve an end higher than merely slaking one’s lust.

Shaftesbury nevertheless treats this passionate ‘‘heat’’ with caution. Just before his victory, Theocles wavers in his purpose when Philocles warns, ‘‘Since you have rekindled me, you do not by delaying give me time to cool again.’’ This provokes Theocles to respond by declaring, ‘‘I scorn to take the advantage of a warm fit and be beholden to temper or imagination for gaining me your assent. Therefore, ere I go a step farther, I am resolved to enter into cool reason with you.’’ 92 To be legitimate, Theocles’ conquest must be calm, cool, and rational and thus presumably opposed to hot and passionate erotic seduction.

89 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 2:96.
90 Ibid., pp. 42, 32, 54, 110.
91 This topos is brilliantly explored in Turner, ‘‘The Libertine Sublime,’’ and ‘‘Illustrious Depravity.’’
92 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 2:107, emphasis mine.
Cool conquest nevertheless clears the way for warm poetic passion. Hence Theocles’ sublime rhapsody immediately follows. He claims to view the natural world with “indifference, remote from the antipathy of sense,” but he also asks permission to “range thus at pleasure . . . where my capricious fancy or easy faith has led me.” There remains an unresolved tension here between disinterested, cool reason and warm, passionate enthusiasm which pervades Shaftesbury’s treatment of sublimity.

According to Theocles, rational disinterestedness is the perspective of the whole natural order rather than that of any one particular part of that order. He claims that disinterested understanding allows one to recognize beauty in even “the darkest and most imperfect parts” of nature. All that is natural is good. Hence for Theocles, “the wildness pleases,” and he finds sublime beauty in the only apparently threatening vastness of mountains and forests. As a part of the natural order they have “a magnificence beyond the formal mockery of princely gardens.” While the sublime may be pretentious imposture in human art, it is awesome and truly beautiful in nature. There is no distinction between the sublime and the beautiful for Shaftesbury.

Now this conception of sublimity is quite different from the libertine sublime described by James Turner, for it locates awesomeness in contemplation of the natural order rather than the heroic action of sexual conquest. But Turner’s libertine eroticism is never wholly ignored in Shaftesbury’s sublime. Although he notes that, besides his philosophical enthusiasts, “the only people who are enamoured in this way . . . are your poor vulgar lovers,” he insists that the amours of his philosopher-heroes should not be conflated with those of the vulgar sort. There is a hierarchy of beauties to which the different passions of desire must conform: “Whatever in Nature is beautiful or charming is only the faint shadow of that first beauty,” thus one must “never . . . admire the representative beauty except for the sake of the original, nor aim at any enjoyment than of the rational kind.” So poor, vulgar, and libertine, lovers fail to rise beyond their admiration of the shadows and never even begin to appreciate the first and only true beauty. A few pages later, Theocles famously proclaims that “the beautifying, not the beautified, is the really beautiful.” The aesthetics are Platonic, but his language is libertine, at
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least insofar as it tropes philosophical *eros* as amorous and insofar as it
describes the goals of that philosophy as ecstasy or rapture. Shaftesbury
later states that “there is a power in numbers, harmony, proportion, and
beauty of every kind, which naturally captivates the heart, and raises the
imagination to an opinion or conceit of something majestic and divine.”97
In this view, the cool, rational, and disinterested appreciation of beauti-
yfying ideals should provoke a warm, passionate, and enthusiastic re-
response in the philosopher’s breast.

The rhapsodic sections of the treatise have long been recognized as
Shaftesbury’s contribution to the aesthetics of the sublime. In these sec-
tions, it has been claimed, he locates sublimity in the natural world rather
than in the Longinian field of rhetoric.98 Yet it is not at all clear where
the rhetoric ends and the natural sublimity begins in the dialogue, for,
if it should be remembered, the rhapsodies are part of Theocles’ (rhetorical)
attempt to reveal the wondrous unity and completeness of the natural
order to Philocles. Theocles’ lofty speeches attempt to convey the sub-
limity of a divine order which cannot “be contemplated without ecstasy
and rapture.”99 Shaftesbury therefore does *not* abandon the rhetorical in
favor of the natural sublime, but he rather incorporates both in the rhap-
sodies of his philosopher-hero Theocles.

Shaftesbury knew that by playing with the sublime, he was figu-
vably playing with fire. The potency of the Augustan discourse of sub-
limity was due to its ability to connote both aesthetic and sybaritic plea-
sures at the same time, and this remained a continual source of anxiety
for the third earl.100 At the conclusion of his first rhapsody, Theocles
again voices his uneasiness with passionate heat. He states, “I was grow-
ing too warm.... And here perhaps I might have talked yet more myste-
riously, had you been one who could think otherwise than in the common
way of the soft flames of love.... But in these high flights I might

98 On the rhapsodic genre, see Pat Rogers, “Shaftesbury and the Aesthetics of Rhaps-
sody,” *British Journal of Aesthetics* 12, no. 3 (Summer 1972): 244–57; on Shaftesbury’s
sublime, see Samuel H. Monk, *The Sublime: A Study of Critical Theories in XVIII-
*Mt. Gloom and Mountain Glory*, pp. 289–300; R. L. Brett, *The Third Earl of
64. Wood, *The Word Sublime*, demonstrates the difficulty of separating the rhetorical
from other notions of the sublime, albeit without reference to Shaftesbury.
100 For the combination of aesthetic and hedonistic senses of the word “sublime,”
see George Etherege to Henry Guy, 28 December 1687, in *Letters of Sir George Etherege*,
suggestively that in the Augustan milieu, “the word ‘sublime’ seems to have been
drinking-club slang, used somewhat like ‘high’ in the 1960s,” in “The Libertine Sub-
limes,” p. 113, n. 10.
possibly have gone near to burn my wings.’’ Even for Theocles, passionate speech, like religious enthusiasm, always carries with it the danger of slipping from the heights of sublimity to the depths of incomprehensible and irrational mysticism. It therefore ‘‘requires a steady rein and strict hand’’ to control it. It is certainly not for the vulgar masses. ‘‘To all tyros,’’ the third earl forbade ‘‘the forward use of admiration, rapture, or ecstasy, even in the subjects they esteemed the highest and most divine.’’ Whereas Theocles revels in his ‘‘vein of enthusiasm’’ for ‘‘the sublime,’’ Shaftesbury elsewhere criticizes the primitive, childish sublime favored by the rabble.101

Truly philosophic sublimity was therefore esoteric. Theocles insists that the ‘‘sordidly luxurious’’ desires and pleasures of ‘‘the inferior creatures’’ are ‘‘of a far different kind’’ than the desires of those for whom enjoyment is fundamentally rational. No pleasure can ‘‘be of real force where it is uncontemplated, unjudged of, unexamined, and stands only as the accidental note or token of what appeases provoked sense, and satisfies the brutish part.’’ Brutes, Theocles declares, are ‘‘incapable of knowing and enjoying beauty.’’ The refined taste of the virtuoso philosopher, however, can relish the ‘‘tasteful food, and feel those other joys of sense in common with’’ the brutes.102

What then distinguishes a refined Theocles from a brutish libertine? In the essay ‘‘Sensus Communis,’’ Shaftesbury again attempts to clarify the difference. He claims that ‘‘every one is a virtuoso of a higher or lower degree. Every one pursues a Grace and courts a Venus of one kind or another. The venus-turn, the honestum, the decorum of things will force its way. They who refuse to give it scope in the nobler subjects of a rational and moral kind will find its prevelency elsewhere in an inferior order of things.’’ Desire is the common denominator. The virtuous philosopher is distinguished from the vile libertine merely by their respective objects of desire. ‘‘Slender would be the enjoyments of the lover, the ambitious man, the warrior, or the virtuoso,’’ Shaftesbury proclaims, ‘‘if in the beauties which they admire and passionately pursue there were no reference or regard to any higher majesty or grandeur than what simply results from the particular objects of their pursuit.’’103

Yet the boundary between base and noble is not always as carefully policed as Shaftesbury insists. He is never content to simply reject mere sensual pleasure as inferior to rational contemplation and leave it at that.


103 Ibid., 1:92, 2:175.
Instead he often juxtaposes the two. Thus Venus occurs as a symbol for erotic desire of both the sexual and the rational sort in the *Characteristics*.

The effect is an emphasis on the semantic proximity of libertine eroticism to Shaftesbury’s own rational eroticism: “‘Even in the Arts, which are mere imitations of that outward grace and beauty, we not only confess a taste, but make it a part of refined breeding to discover amidst the many false manners and ill styles the true and natural one, which represents the real beauty and Venus of the kind.’” Lord Ashley insists that the Venus of his desire is “true and natural,” thereby actually recalling its relationship to the false and unnatural Venus of lustful venery. He continually insists that a passion for the true and natural Venus is *not* the same as libertine antinomianism. Shaftesburian “‘free thought and latitude of understanding’” is cast as a positive freedom to pursue the good, the true, and the beautiful rather than a negative freedom from restraint which allows “‘debauch, corruption, and depravity.’” And he chastises his critics who “‘confound licentiousness in morals with liberty in thought and action, and make the libertine, who has least mastery of himself, resemble his direct opposite.’”

Although Shaftesbury always insists that his philosophical passion is superior to the libertines’ venereal passions, the generic similitude between the two is also paradoxically reinscribed with each insistence on their difference.

IV. Shaftesbury in the Midst of Gallantry and Pleasure

How then should we understand Shaftesbury’s relationship to the languages in which libertine notions were expressed? He certainly cannot be easily labeled a “‘libertine’” of either the rakish or the refined, neoepicurean sort—he was far too celibate for the former and far too much of a stoic for the latter. Nevertheless, he was an “‘erudite’” libertine at least to the extent that he believed and participated in an esoteric, free-thinking circle in which homoerotic love and homosocial philosophy could be closely associated.

Shaftesbury’s libertinism was ultimately a discursive pose. There is a raffishness of style, albeit platonic, as well as a highly erotic content, however esoteric and exclusively *homoerotic*, to his writings, both of which belie his strident condemnations of the libertinism of his contemporaries. Shaftesbury allows for a sort of virtuoso’s dispensation that sanctions the philosopher-hero to transcend the ordinary restrictions that


obtain for the vulgar masses. Thus what he would have considered libertine transgression, or enthusiastic cant, for the impolite is permitted, indeed even celebrated, among those few men he considered to be truly virtuous philosophers. Like the French libertins érudits of the seventeenth century, or the philosophes of the eighteenth, the third earl understood that transgression often requires discretion. But Shaftesbury did not accept “the distinction between the high voluptuary, who turns sex into a conscious work of art, and the low debauchee who is little better than an animal” that James Turner sees as “the central theme of a century of libertine texts.” Rather than aestheticizing erotic experience, he eroticizes aesthetic and philosophic experience. The distinction is important: while Shaftesbury sometimes spoke the language of libertinism, he vehemently denied that the content of his philosophy was itself libertine.

Furthermore, the understanding of Shaftesbury’s idealist eroticism, as it were, presented here calls into question recent characterizations of Shaftesbury as the preeminent philosopher of politeness in the public sphere of post-1688 Britain. To be sure, Lord Ashley’s was a philosophy for which concepts of decorum, propriety, manners, and good taste were all fundamental. He did “understand [the public sphere’s] workings in terms of politeness.” But Shaftesbury’s politeness, as opposed to the ideal upheld by many of his contemporaries, was a highly rarefied quality, and his vision of who should be included in the public sphere was far more restrictive than that of many of his fellow whig ideologists.

Very few people could pass the high standards set by the third earl. Not the least of these qualifications was that one had to be a man. His exclusive male friendships—not the urban and urbane world of either London’s Town or its City, and not the public world of print culture and the periodical press—provided the context in which Shaftesbury articu-
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108 Trumbach, “Erotic Fantasy,” pp. 271–82, esp. 281, conflates Shaftesbury’s “program of the virtuoso” with the later libertinism of John Cleland and Francis Dashwood.


110 Lawrence Klein recognizes that “the term ‘politeness’ had a wide range of uses,” in the early eighteenth century in his “Property and Politeness in the Early Eighteenth-Century Whig Moralists,” in Brewer and Staves, eds., Early Modern Conceptions of Property, p. 228.
lated his thought.\textsuperscript{111} He disparaged the West End’s “beau monde” and “the coffee-house world” celebrated in the \textit{Spectator} papers and inveighed against “the reigning genius of gallantry and pleasure” that he perceived in those circles.\textsuperscript{112} Yet within his private coterie, Lord Ashley could play with the rhetoric and poses often associated with the libertine. Since his philosophy required and inspired passion from its adherents, eroticism was just as important as politeness to the third earl’s thought.

If Shaftesbury’s idealist eroticism cannot offer an apology for rakish hedonism, neither is it simply the consequence of an intense immersion in, and attempt to emulate the style of, the works of the ancient Greek and Roman philosophers for whom homoeroticism was a part of everyday life. Shaftesbury was not unique among his contemporaries in his admiration for, and emulation of, classical ideals. Yet he was unique in the ways in which he found that the homosocial, as well as the homoerotic, themes and values found in those texts spoke to his condition and his own, perhaps increasingly unfashionable, social inclinations.

Nor was Shaftesbury’s libertine language merely an overenthusiastic expression of early modern conventions and formalities of male friendship among the social elite. Although expressions of love and passionate friendship were indeed commonplace among elite males, such professions were not mere formalities, simple conventions, or platitudes. Love was a serious matter between men, and it implied a strong and not easily violable relationship of mutual obligation and affection between the parties involved.

It is important also to recognize that Shaftesbury’s rhetorical libertinism and his forthright advocacy of masculine love are equally prominent both in the public essays of the \textit{Characteristics} and in his private writings. This continuity implies that Shaftesbury was not afraid that his homoeroticism could be construed as improper, let alone sodomitical, and indeed he was never accused of such an offense. If the third earl could adopt libertine conceptions of erotic experience and put them to such definitively unlibertine purposes as neo-Stoic ethics or neoplatonic aesthetics, then we must recognize that the linguistic maneuvers—the tropes, the themes, and the models—of libertinism were extremely malleable and sometimes quite distinct from the actual practices of rakish libertinism. One need not have been a rake to speak the language of libertinism.

\textsuperscript{111} Shaftesbury did not approve of unnecessary visits to London by his family; Voitle, \textit{The Third Earl}, p. 82. David Marshall imaginatively explores the significance of the ways in which Shaftesbury “denies the public character of his published book,” in the \textit{Characteristics} in \textit{The Figure of Theater}, pp. 1–33, quote at p. 18.